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Streaming Media West Booth 200

At Streaming Media West, DVEO to Demo
File Oriented Video Segmenter for Video on Demand,
plus IPTV or OTT Dashboard Appliance
San Diego, California – At Streaming Media West 2018, DVEO®, a well respected
supplier to leading telco TV/OTT and cable operators around the world, is pleased to
introduce its newly developed file oriented video segmenter, plus a new IPTV or OTT
dashboard application. DVEO will demonstrate these and other new products at Streaming
Media West in Huntington Beach, California, November 13-14 in booth 200.
DVEO's VOD FILE SEGMENTER™ is designed to transcode files into multiple profiles for
the unique video and audio formats
needed by broadcast servers, edit
systems, web, and mobile devices. It
encodes all profiles simultaneously -- up
to five times faster than real time. It
also speeds up encoding of
asynchronous formats (an optional
feature).

File to File Transcoder -VOD FILE SEGMENTER: PREMISES™

"Up to now DVEO has focused on powerful real time transcoders. But customers have
demanded file to file transcoders to groom movies and other file based clips that are
needed to support VOD," commented Laszlo Zoltan, Vice President of DVEO. "The VOD
FILE SEGMENTER includes fMP4 segment file support, which means the same segment
feeds both HLS and DASH clients. It also features Catch-Up TV, with superior rewind and
fast forwarding. And operators can insert "real time" ads in the buffered playback."
The VOD FILE SEGMENTER: PREMISES supports H.264 High Profile @ Level 4.0.
Optional file encoding to H.265 is available.
DVEO's other newly developed product is an IPTV or OTT oriented video player
management workstation -- the IPTV DASHBOARD: Publisher™. It supports most of
the settings available in the SDKs from JW Player™ and THEOplayer™ video players.
It also supports the up to date functions found in DVEO's own zXORA™ player.
The "Dashboard" oriented appliance sits between the groomed live video sources and
the players and provides functionality like VOD, ad insertion, EPG (Electronic Program
Guide), VAST (Video Ad Serving Template) tag insertion, and GoBack TV.
"This comprehensive video player configuration tool manages video player parameters
such as access control, network, video quality, notifications, device types, and DRM,
and feeds your player with the appropriate URLs for content," noted Laszlo Zoltan. "The
IPTV DASHBOARD: Publisher is essential to manage the plethora of video sources,
video parameters, and most importantly the player features supported by the video
player."
Both the IPTV DASHBOARD: Publisher and the VOD FILE SEGMENTER are available
as an on premises system or a cloud based application.
DVEO, IPTV DASHBOARD: Publisher, VOD FILE SEGMENTER, and zXORA
are trademarks of Computer Modules, Inc.
All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.

Supplemental Information for Press Release
Suggested Retail Prices:
IPTV DASHBOARD: Publisher: $18,995 U.S.
VOD SEGMENTER: PREMISES: $3,495 -- $19,995 U.S.
About DVEO®
DVEO is a well established, privately held entity headquartered in San Diego, California,
since 2001. DVEO develops and sells broadcast quality video encoding and streaming
products, media servers and ad insertion solutions to leading Telco TV/OTT and cable
operators around the world. The DVEO solutions enable multi-screen service delivery to
any device, anytime, anywhere in the world. Deployment models include turnkey
installations and cloud-based service delivery. All solutions are built on Linux OS and
Intel Xeon-based platforms to ensure 24x7 reliability, and feature DVEO-developed
software for maximum flexibility and upgradability, ensuring long term investment
protection. These ultra-reliable products are matched by valuable pre-sales consultancy,
outstanding post-sales service and support, and -- not least -- unusual affordability.
For more information on DVEO, please contact Rebecca Gray at +1 (858) 613-1818 or
rebecca@dveo.com. To download the DVEO press releases and product images, visit
the news section at www.dveo.com.
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